F.No. IPU/ Academics /2017-18/M.Tech./ 20979
Date: 06/06/17

NOTICE

FOR GATE SCHOLARS PROGRAMME M.TECH. (CET CODE 139, 140, 147, 148, 149, 150, 152, 156)

ACADEMIC SESSION 2017-18

In continuation to 'Schedule for verification of documents for GATE Scholars for the Academic Session 2017-18 for programme M.Tech (CET Code 139, 140, 147, 148, 149, 150, 152, 156)' published on University website vide No. IPU/Admissions/2017-18/M.Tech./20524 dated 12/05/17 & IPU/Admissions/2017-18/M.Tech.(BT)/20083 dated 26/05/17, it is to hereby inform that candidates/students who have not appeared for verification of GATE score card as per the schedule detailed in the counseling schedule, will also be considered at the time of counseling / admissions of M.Tech. Programme for all codes mentioned above for the session 2017-18 as per their qualified and valid GATE Score card.

(Pravin Chandra)
Incharge (Admissions)

Copy to:
1. Server room, GGSIP University, to upload the same on University website.
2. Guard file.